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February 15, 2017 

To all Bidders: 

Listed below are all questions submitted on or by February 13, 2017 by all 
Bidders.  Answers are in RED: 

 

1. Please confirm the new bid date is 2/21. 

Yes, new bid date is 2/21/17 

2. Confirm allowance of $800/mo to be included for parking 

Yes, allowance of $800/mo should be included for parking 

3. Is the project tax exempt?  If not, is this to be treated as a commercial 
remodel (taxes on labor and material)? 

Yes, the project is tax exempt 

4. Confirm MEP to go off architectural plans if there are discrepancies between 
the two 

Yes, MEP to go off Architectural plans, if there are discrepancies 

5. Are RACO doors acceptable? 

Yes, for interior doors only 

6. Can you provide the signage allowance so all bidders include the same 
amount? (reference A311) 

Yes, addendum to follow.  Currently being priced by National Signage  

7. Will the owner be providing all appliances? (reference sheet A212) 

Yes, Owner is providing all appliances 

8. Is project to start on the completion of Demo by others? 

The demos depend on final approval of EA.  Owner’s last submission is 
needed for this, which will be submitted on Monday, February 20th.  They 
are hoping the demo can occur late next week or the following week. 
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9. Mock-up: Is mock up to be provided and completed before construction 
commence? (04 7200-1). 

Yes, Masonry Mock-up with adjacent stucco needs to be completed before 
the rest of the building is finished.  The mock-up can be part of the building. 

10. Pipe along Avenue H at the existing asphalt drive that ties into existing Ty H 
inlet is high and will be in subgrade and concrete of new driveway. Will the 
engineer allow for extra stabilize sand in the area are will grade be adjusted? 

It will depend on the amount of encroachment into the paving.  If it is less 
than 1/3 of the pavement depth we could work with that, otherwise, the 
grade or pipe will need to be adjusted. 

11. Also, I need clarification on FC1 & FC2 by room number. BR1 by room as 
well please. 

Vinyl -  FC2 – 100A, 100B, 100C, 101 

 FC1 – All other areas or new construction and remodel 

BR1 – All areas of remodel or new construction 

12. Do we supply the stand by generator, or will the Owner provide it? 
 
Owner Provided 
 

13.  Is it Diesel or Natural Gas? 
 

Natural Gas 
 

14. Will it really be mounted on the Roof, as indicated? 
 
Generator will be located on North end of property near power  
 

15.  Will this project take place during normal business hours, or will it be 
phased to some degree? 
 
It will be phased to some degree, based on a phasing strategy of the Owner 
and GC 
 

16. What Davis Bacon wage decision are we using, please provide. 

https://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/davisbacon/tx.html 

2017: Houston : Building 
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17. What is the extent of the new fence, property line blurs fence designation. 

See sheet A101;  Attached exhibit for fence highlighted in yellow. 

18. Partitions types on A723 not labeled, please identify wall type. 

Partition types are labeled on enlarged plans 
19. Specs call for grills and screens, where are these installed on the building. 

 20. No grills and screens required.  Specification will be removed in an 
addendum to follow. 

21. Owner is providing card readers and security not GC. 

Correct, Security system is Owner provided.  Power to the card reader 
location needs to be provided. 

22. The decking for the roof is called out in the roofing spec as 22 gauge G-90 
galvanized. On sheet S0-1B it says G-60 galvanized in the Steel Deck Specs. 
On sheet S1-2 it says decking is to be 22 gauge painted. How do you want 
me to price out the deck? 

It is structurally acceptable to paint the decking as noted in the roof deck 
note on plan S1-2. 

23. There is a spec for a prefabricated ladder and I don't find a ladder or a roof 
hatch anywhere on the drawings. Can you offer any help with that? 

No, prefabricated ladder is required.  Specification will be removed in an 
addendum to follow. 

24. There is a spec section for metal wall panels. There is a note on sheet A621 
that references "roof membrane (shown) or metal panel" at section 4/4A. 
The elevations don't indicate any metal wall panels anywhere. The larger 
wall sections don't indicate wall panels. Do you have any idea where the 
job calls for metal wall panels? 

No metal wall panels required.  Specification will be removed in an 
addendum to follow. 

25. That same section on A621 shows hot rolled channels at the top of the 
parapet but the structural drawings don't have those called out or shown on 
the structural sections on S3.1. What do you want to do there? 

Continuous track to be provided at the top of parapet.  This would be 
designed by the Lt Ga contractor. 
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26. The structural drawing, S0-1A, lists a wind uplift in zones that are very high 
for buildings in this area. I want to double check to be sure we are to 
proceed with those loads in the design of the bar joists. Like I said those are 
very high loads compared to what we normally see around here. 

Loads listed are correct wind pressures (not net uplifts) and are LRFD values 
as noted on our drawings.  If ASD values are desired, values should be 
multiplied by 0.6 as stated on plan. 

27. What ceiling tile are we using in this project? 

Design Basis:  Armstrong –Fine Fissure, Exposed Tee Grid 15/16, Beveled 
Tegular and smooth texture; Equal substitutions are acceptable 

 
 
  


